**THE FACTS**

**MEDICARE PART D AND PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRICES**

*Price negotiation by competing private plans offering Medicare drug coverage is producing high satisfaction rates among seniors at a much lower cost than if the government had provided a traditional plan. Congress should not impose new government controls that could reduce seniors’ access to needed drugs.*

**WHY SHOULDN’T THE GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATE PRICES AND USE ITS BUYING POWER TO GET DRUG COSTS DOWN?**

Independent experts at both the Office of the Actuary at HHS and the Congressional Budget Office have said that government involvement in price negotiation will not lead to lower costs for taxpayers. And it could lead to significant restrictions in access to drugs for seniors.

The private plans offering Medicare drug coverage are companies with decades of experience in negotiating prices—experience the government does not have. The plans negotiate drug prices for more than nine million people in the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program and for tens of millions of working Americans. And because these private plans are participating in Medicare, seniors can choose the drug plans that work best for them based on the benefit design that suits their needs.

Private competition in Medicare Part D has led to lower costs with broad coverage of prescription drugs for seniors and to savings for taxpayers. According to analyses by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services:

- Premiums for the drug basic benefit have fallen to an average of $22 a month for seniors this year. This is over 40% less than the $37 a month that the coverage originally was projected to cost.
- Average premiums for the basic benefit have actually fallen from $23 last year, which CMS attributes to strong competition and beneficiary choices of more efficient plans with lower premiums.
- CMS reports that on average, beneficiaries also are saving nearly $1,100 annually on their drug costs.
- The Medicare drug benefit cost nearly $13 billion less than expected in its first year, 30% below the $43 billion that had been budgeted.
- Long term savings are even greater. HHS Secretary Leavitt just announced that the independent CMS actuaries are lowering their estimate of the cost of the benefit over the next decade by
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another 10%, with almost all of new savings resulting from competition. The actuaries’ new estimates show that total net Medicare costs are 30% lower, or $189 billion less, for the same budget window (2004-2013) than the actuaries originally anticipated before the Medicare drug benefit was implemented.

And because Medicare now provides prescription drug coverage for beneficiaries who are dually-eligible for Medicare and Medicaid, net costs also are significantly lower than had been projected for the Medicaid program as well.\(^5\)

Future savings for taxpayers will be even greater because competition continues to drive down the average cost of coverage for each enrollee. These declining costs are unprecedented in government-sponsored health care programs, particularly for drug coverage.

### Why Shouldn’t the Government Negotiate Drug Prices for Medicare Like the Department of Veterans Affairs Does?

VA prices reflect an “apples to oranges” comparison with Medicare: VA drug prices do not include the costs of pharmacy and administrative services, which are included in Part D costs, and reflect restrictions on access to medications and pharmacies that do not now occur in the federal employees’ health insurance program or in Medicare.

Two elements are needed to negotiate prices – for the VA, private drug plans, or the federal government negotiating on behalf of Medicare: Volume buying and the ability to walk away from the deal if the price is too high.

If the government couldn’t reach a deal with a drug company, that would mean seniors would not have access to those drugs.

And that’s just what happens with the VA. According to an analysis by Columbia University Prof. Frank Lichtenberg published by the Manhattan Institute,\(^6\) only 38% of the drugs approved by the FDA in the 1990s and 19% of the drugs approved since 2000 are on the VA national formulary, or covered drug list. According to CMS, about 27% of the 3.8 million Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in the VA for health benefits also are enrolled in Part D, which permits them to seek coverage for a broader range of drugs.\(^7\)

With the competitive model Medicare drug benefit, individual drug plans can decide not to sign a contract with drug companies if they can’t make a deal on the price, but seniors still have other options: If seniors don’t see the drugs and the coverage they want in one plan, they can choose a different plan. And seniors’ choices show that they are very concerned about having access to up-to-date medications. Medicare drug plans that are popular with seniors have broader drug lists and much broader pharmacy access than the VA plan.

### Couldn’t Medicare Get Better Prices by Operating Like the VA?

The Department of Veterans Affairs runs a different kind of health plan than Medicare:

- The VA uses a closed network of doctors, hospitals, and pharmacies and a national formulary. Covered drugs are generally restricted to those on this VA drug list, which has significantly fewer
drugs available than Medicare drug plans, and are generally available only through VA pharmacies from prescriptions by VA doctors.

➤ Less than 3 percent of prescriptions written by VA physicians are dispensed off-formulary.\(^8\)
➤ VA drug prices do not include the costs of administering the program or paying for pharmacy services. (These costs are covered separately in the VA budget.)
➤ The VA keeps prices low by restricting drug choices and by filling up to 80% of its prescriptions through its own mail order system.\(^9\) (Polls show that seniors on Medicare strongly prefer to get their drugs from their local pharmacy.)

To get prices even lower in Part D, the government would have to take new steps to “walk away” and restrict access to drugs. That would mean seniors would have fewer of the medicines they need.

**DO SENIORS CARE IF THEY GET FEWER DRUGS IF THEY CAN GET LOWER PRICES?**

The Kaiser Family Foundation conducted a survey that showed that 85% of Americans support allowing the government to negotiate prescription drug prices for Medicare.\(^10\)

But support plummets when voters learn about trade-offs. According to a recent Dutko Research survey, support drops to 30% when people learn that government negotiation would mean they could choose only from a limited list of government-approved prescription drugs.\(^11\) A study from The Tarrance Group\(^12\) also found that only 28% of seniors believe that government would do a better job of setting drug prices than the competitive marketplace. Seniors’ preferences for broad access to covered drugs are reflected in their actual drug plan choices.

**WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT’S TRACK RECORD IN NEGOTIATING PRICES?**

Medicare’s track record in paying for drugs in the traditional Medicare program is not good. For years, Medicare Part B has paid for a limited number of drugs that doctors administer in their offices. But a GAO study in 2001 found that physicians were able to purchase drugs in the competitive market for up to 86% less than Medicare reimbursed them for the medicines.\(^13\) The prices that Medicare had been paying for these drugs were so much higher than private plans were paying that the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003 had to implement a new system to base payments on competitive prices.

The government also doesn’t have a good track record at offering choice. The highest satisfaction rates with Part D are among those who are dually-eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid. These beneficiaries previously received their drug coverage through Medicaid, and therefore have the most experience with traditional government-run drug coverage. More than 9 out of 10 dual-eligible enrollees say they are satisfied with their new and less-restrictive Part D coverage, and 98% say the coverage is working well for them, according to a study by the Rx Education Network.\(^14\) A J.D. Power and Associates survey found that 75% of dual-eligibles – those who were automatically enrolled in Part D – were “delighted” or “pleased” with their new Medicare drug benefit.\(^15\)
COULDN’T THE MEDICARE LAW BE REVISED SO THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COULD OBTAIN LOWER PRICES FOR SENIORS?

Current proposals for government price negotiation do not offer any specifics about how any real savings on drug costs would be achieved. That’s one of the reasons why independent experts like the Congressional Budget Office do not think they would save money. The last time that supporters of government-negotiated prices did offer a specific proposal about how negotiation would work was in 2002, in legislation that stipulated the government would offer seniors a maximum of two drugs in each class of medicines. But in the Medicare Modernization Act, the private drug plans must make a minimum of two drugs available in each class, with all drugs in a class available for many important types of drugs. And many plans offer many more drugs because that is what seniors want – with costs still far below projections.

As recently as 2005, legislation supported by members of Congress who want more government control over Medicare drug coverage would have locked a premium into law of $35 a month for 2006. But that government-controlled approach would have made seniors and taxpayers much worse off, since the average premium for basic coverage now is just $22 a month. Competitive markets do a better job of finding the price that works for both buyers and sellers than government experts.

This track record is why supporters of government-negotiated prices today avoid specifically describing how their plan would actually save money – because it would inevitably lead to more restrictions, more burdensome administrative processes, and the risk of seniors losing access to the broad coverage at much lower than expected costs that they now have.

SO WHAT’S THE BOTTOM LINE?

Government price negotiation means government would control which drugs are available. Before proceeding with proposals that will surely restrict access to drugs and which most likely won’t save money, we should first make sure we do no harm to seniors who are enjoying both choice and lower costs as a result of the competitive Part D model.

More than 38 million seniors have drug coverage. Very few of them are subject to the doughnut hole, either because their Part D plan provides coverage in the gap, they have retiree plans with continuous coverage, or they qualify for the low-income subsidy and aren’t subject to the gap. The great majority of the remaining beneficiaries with no coverage in the gap are not expected to have drug spending high enough to reach the gap. And Medicare is delivering these benefits at a far lower cost than had been expected.

Having the government involved in “negotiating” prices would mean that government choices, rather than beneficiary choices, would be deciding which drugs are available.

Although disagreements remain over whether a universal drug benefit in Medicare was prudent, the drug benefit was created on a new model that brings private competition into play to offer seniors lower prices and greater choice. That is far better than a government-controlled system. Medicare Part D is succeeding beyond expectations in terms of beneficiary satisfaction and costs. Congress should build on this success and use it as a model to reshape other public programs around competition and choice.
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